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Abstract (RBB). RBB affects VT through body effect, and sub-threshold
"Parking" a circuit in a minimum leakage state during its standby leakage has an exponential dependence on VT as seen in Equa-
mode of operation is one of the techniques of reducing leakage tion 1. The body effect equation can be written as VT = VT +

consumption in a circuit. However, the problem of findingrY /b where VT is the threshold voltage at zero V8b.power
. . ' . All the techniques listed above require significant circuit mod-this minimum leakage state iS NP-hard. In this paper, we present

a heuristic approach to determine the input vector which mini- ifications in order to reduce leakage. Another technique, which
mizes leakage for a combinational design. Our approach utilizes achieves up to 2 orders of magnitude leakage reduction, is the
approximate signal probabilities of internal nodes to aid in finding technique of parking a circuit in its minimum leakage state. This
the minimum leakage vector. We use a probabilistic heuristic to technique involves very little or no circuit modification and does
select the next gate to be processed, as well as to select the best not require any additional power supplies. A combinational cir-
state of the selected gate. A fast SAT solver is employed to ensure cuit is parked in a particular state by driving the primary inputs
the consistency of the assignments that are made in this process. of the circuit to a particular value. This value can be scanned in
Experimental results indicate that our method has very low run- or forced using MUXes (with the standby/sleep signal used as a
times, with excellent accuracy, compared to existing approaches. select signal for the MUX).

Table 1 shows the leakage of a NAND3 gate for all possible input
1. Introduction vectors to the gate. The leakage values shown are from a SPICE

simulation using the 0.11- BPTM [8] models, with a VDD of 1.2V.
Traditionally, dynamic (switching) power has dominated the to-

tal power consumption of a VLSI IC. However, due to current Input i Leakage(A)
scaling trends, leakage power has now become a major component 000 1.37389e-10
of the total power consumption in VLSI circuits. The leakage cur- 001 2.69965e-10
rent for a PMOS or NMOS device corresponds to the Ids of the 010 2.70326e-10
device when the device is in the cut-off or sub-threshold region of i00 2.62308e-10
operation. The expression for this current [1] is: 101 2.67509e-09

110 2.51066e-09
w V98 - VT -Vff Vd, ill 1.01162e-08

Ids = LIoe nvWt )(I-e- t )) (1)

Here Io and Voff1 are constants, while Vt is the thermal volt- Table 1: Leakage of a NAND3 gate
age (26mV at 3000K) and n is the sub-threshold swing parameter.
Note that Ids increases exponentially with a decrease in VT. This As can be seen from Table 1, setting a gate in its minimal leakage
is why a reduction in supply voltage (which is accompanied by a state (000 in the case of the NAND3 gate) can reduce leakage by
reduction in threshold voltage) results in exponential increase in about 2 orders of magnitude. Ideally, it is desirable to set every
leakage. This is expected to be a major concern for VLSI design gate in the circuit to its minimal leakage state. However, this
in the nanometer realm [2]. Further, the increasing demand for may not be possible due to the logical inter-dependencies of the
portable/hand-held electronics has meant that leakage power con- inputs of the gates. Finding this minimum leakage input vector is
sumption has received even greater attention. Since these portable an NP-hard problem. Several research efforts have addressed the
devices spend most of their time in a standby state (also sometimes problem of determining an input vector that minimizes leakage for
called sleep state), reducing the leakage power consumption in this a design. Our approach falls into this category. The problem of
standby state is crucial to extending the battery life of these de- finding a minimal leakage vector can be viewed as one of selecting
signs. the state of each gate in the circuit such that the total leakage over
One of the natural techniques for reducing the leakage of a circuit all gates is minimized, and the states of each gate in the circuit are

is to gate the power supply using power-gating transistors (also logically feasible (i.e. is logically compatible with states of all the
called sleep transistors). Typically high-VT power-gating tran- other gates). The main feature of our approach is that it is guided
sistors are placed between the power supply and the logic gates by signal probabilities. In other words, the selection of the best
(MTCMOS [3, 4]). In some cases these power-gating transistors candidate gate, as well as the input state to use for that gate, is
are embedded in the logic gates itself [5]. In standby, these power- performed probabilistically. The intuition behind such selections
gating transistors are turned off, thus shutting off power to the is that they have a high likelihood of resulting in a circuit state
circuit in question. Such power-gating techniques can reduce cir- which is logically justifiable, while minimizing leakage as well.
cuit leakages by 2 to 3 orders of magnitude. However, the addition The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
of a power-gating transistor causes an increase in delay of the cir- discusses some previous work in this area. In Section 3 we describe
cuit. Further, the process of waking the circuit up involves a delay our heuristic method to find the minimum leakage vector (MLV)
(and a power transient), since the supply rails need to reach their of a circuit. In Section 4 we present experimental results, while
stable values before the circuit can operate again, conclusions and future work are discussed in Section 5.

Increasing VT via body effect and bulk voltage modulation [6,
7] is another way to reduce leakage power. The leakage current
of a transistor decreases with greater applied Reverse Body Bias 2 rvosW k

The problem of finding the minimum leakage sleep vector for a
1Typically Voff =0.08V combinational CMOS gate-level circuit has received some atten-
O-7803-9390-2/06/$20.OO ©C2006 IEEE 224ttion recently. In [9], the authors find a minimalI$AM;2Q26tor
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using random search with the number of vectors used for the ran- reduce the runtime. If the circuit is unsatisfiable, we undo
dom search selected to achieve a specified statistical confidence and the assignments of the last p iterations, and find the iteration
tolerance. In [10], the authors reported a genetic algorithm based that caused the circuit to become unsatisfied. After making
approach to solve the problem. The authors of [11] introduce a con- a different selection for that iteration, we proceed as before.
cept called leakage observability, and based on this idea, describe
a greedy approach as well as an exact branch and bound search to * After any iteration, gate probabilities are adjusted, to ac-
find the maximum and minimum leakage bounds. The work of [12] count for the nodes that were newly assigned fixed logic val-
is based on an ILP formulation. It makes use of pseudo-Boolean ues.
functions which are incorporated into an optimal ILP model and
a heuristic mixed integer linear programming method as well. In * A fixed number of passes are made for the circuit, with the
contrast to these approaches, our approach is a heuristic that uses above steps being applied successively. Each pass is more
signal probabilities and leakage values of the gates to help assign "lenient" in setting a node to a logic value v when its signal
values to the nodes in a combinational circuit. In [13, 14], the probability deviates from v. The last pass is most lenient,
authors present an MDD [15] based algorithm to determine the allowing any deviation from v to be accepted.
lowest leakage state of a circuit. Unlike our method, [14] com-
putes a leakage histogram for the design. The use of MDD based Algorithm 1 describes the pseudocode for our approach for com-
MLV computations limits the applicability of [13] to large designs. puting the MLV for a combinational network TI.

In [16], the authors present a greedy search based heuristic,
guided by node controllabilities and functional dependencies. The Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of Minimum Leakage Vector Algorithm
algorithm used in [16] involves finding the controllability and the compute-minimumdleakage-vector(r, p){
controllability lists of all nodes in circuit and then using this in- compute-signal-probabilities(rn)
formation as a guide to choose gates to set to a low leakage state. platinumvalues=--i d

for i =1; i < k; i ± ± do
The controllability of a node is defined as the minimum number of goldvalues --

inputs that have to be assigned to specific states in order to force iteration = 1
the node to a particular state (based on concepts used in auto- (G = find-best-gate(r)if (G is not marked visited) then
matic test pattern generation). Controllability lists are defined as (S = fiindbest-leakage-state(G, r)
the minimum constraints necessary on the input vector to force a if S satisfies mi then
node to particular state. The time complexity of their algorithm goldvalues -- goldvalues U S U get_implications(S)
* / ~~~2\ * propagate probabilities in TFO of goldvalues nodes

iS reported to 0(2n) where n is the number of cells (gates) pn the end if
circuit. However in estimating the complexity of their algorithm, if iteration is a multiple of p OR all inputs assigned/implied then
it is not clear if the authors include the time taken to generate if goldvalues are satisfiable then... .. . . 1 ...................... ~if all inputs assigned then
the controllabilities and controllability lists of each node in the exit
circuit. While finding the controllabilities can be done fairly eas- end if
ily [17], generating the controllability lists can be more involved. platinumvalues -- platinumvalues U goldvalues
In our approach we do not compute node controllabilities or their elsegoldvalues -- platinumvalues
controllability lists. We compute signal probabilities instead. The end if
algorithm for this is detailed in section 3 end if

In [18], the authors express the problem of finding a minimum end if
leakage vector as a satisfiability problem and use an incremental end for
SAT solver to find the minimum and maximum leakage current. }
While their approach worked well for small circuits, the authors
report very large runtimes for large circuits. The authors therefore
suggest using their algorithm as a checker for the random search 3.1 Computing Signal Probabilities
suggested in [9]. Our approach can handle larger circuits with low The algorithm computeminimum-eakagevector(T)) begins by
run-times and good accuracy, as shown in Section 4. computing signal probabilities for all nodes in the network TI. The

inputs are assumed to have probabilities of 0.5, and these probabil-
3. Our Approach ities are propagated throughout the circuit3. After the initial pass
The outline of our methodology for selecting the input vector of propagation, we heuristically adjust for reconvergent fanouts.

that minimizes circuit leakage is as follows: The heuristic for probability adjustment in the presence of recon-

* First, we compute signal probabilities for all nodes in the vergence is illustrated in Figure 1.

design, assuming that all inputs have a signal probability of v
0.52. These probabilities are heuristically adjusted for inac-
curacies arising from reconvergent fanouts. W

x
* Next, we select the best candidate gate whose leakage we
would like to set in a given iteration. This is performed by
selecting the gate that is probabilistically most likely to result
in the largest leakage reduction. Figure 1: Adjusting Probabilities for Reconverging Nodes

* For the gate thus selected, we next assign its best state, such
that the leakage of the selected gate is probabilistically mini- Suppose a node X, with a statically computed probability of Px
mized. All other gates in the circuit which are newly implied reconverges at Z. Then we set the probability of X to 1 and 0,
by the state just selected are accounted for while making this and find the probabilities of the inputs to the reconvergent gate
decision. (V and W). Suppose the probabilities of V (W) are V1 (Wi) and

Vo (Wo) respectively, when X is set to 1(0). In this case, the new
* We test if the logic values that were set to 1 or 0 during probability of Z is pe =VoWo+VW

this iteration are satisfiable, by calling a Boolean Satisfia-
bility solver. The SAT solver is called every p iterations to 3If the input i of an n-input AND gate has probability Pi, then the

output has probability fl2p2. Likewise, for an OR gate, the output
2In case of sequential circuits, we could utilize the probabilities of has probability 1 - 171(1-pi). The probabilities of other gates can
the signals at the outputs of memory elements instead. 2242be found in a similar fashion
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From this we compute the adjustment factor for the probability Once the new implications are computed, the implied nodes'
of Z, as follows: probabilities are adjusted to reflect the freshly computed impli-
Adjustment(Z) - (PZ -P) cations. If a node is set to a logic 1, then its probability is set
In future updates of the probability of the node Z, suppose the to (1-a), while a node which is set to logic 0 has its probability

statically computed probability of node Z is pTodified In that updated to a.
case, the final adjusted value of the probability of node Z is For every p gates selected (or if all primary inputs have been as-

padi = (ppodified) (1 + Adjustment(Z)). signed or implied), we test if the golden values are satisfiable (this
In other words, Adjustment(Z) is computed once, and utilized test is done by invoking the BerkMin [19] satisfiability solver). If

to adjust the statically computed values of the probability of node so, then all golden values are designated as new platinum values,
Z, each time it is modified due to other assignments in the circuit. never to be modified in the future. If the golden values are satisfi-

In the example of Figure 1, Adjustment(Z) = -1. Therefore, able, and all inputs are assigned, then the algorithm exits. If the
padi = 0 each time the probability of Z is modified. This is golden values could not be satisfied, then we roll back the golden
reasonable, given that the output Z is logically.

. values, by copying the last set of platinum values into the set of
If an adjustment of the probability of a node results in its prob- golden values. For up to the next p iterations, we call the satisfia-

ability becoming higher than Padj (lower than 1 - Padj), then the bility solver after each new state assignment. This is in an attempt
probability of the node is capped at Padj (1 - Padj) respectively. to locate which of the last p assignments caused the unsatisfiability

condition to occur. Once this state is identified, we again revert

3.2 Finding Best Leakage Candidate to calling the satisfiability solver after every p state assignments.
Once signal probabilitie arecomputed,wenextselecttIf the satisfiability solver returns an unsatisfiable condition for a
Oncesigal robailiiesarecompted wenex selct he est certain state s assigned at a particular gate g, then we never try

candidate gate whose input state we would like to finalize. Gates
are ranked by the probabilistic criterion described below: assigning s to g again.
C Y-(Pi li) (Imalx ITlinAc Z~~jPj3i) ~- l2~~) 4. Experimental Results
Here, pi is the probability that the gate is in state i. By "state",

we mean a complete assignment of the inputs (and outputs) of the We performed extensive experiments to validate our method and
gate. The quantity 1i is the leakage of the state i. The value 1Imax compare its results to the exact minimum circuit leakage values.
(I min) is the maximum (minimum) leakage value of this gate. The When it was not possible to find the exact minimum circuit leakage
gate with the maximum value of C is selected. In other words, values, we found the minimum leakage value over a large number of
this criterion selects gates that have a high probability of being input vector samples. In all our experiments, we utilized a value
in a high-leakage state. The last term in the expression for C of k = 3 iterations. The 3 sets of parameter sets (MI, M2 and
ensures that gates with large leakage ranges are favored, since they M3) that we utilized for our experiments are described in Table 2.
offer potentially greater optimization flexibility. The gate that These are referred to as methods in the sequel. The value of p
maximizes C is selected preferentially over others. used was 1, but it can be increased for less accurate but faster

invocations of the algorithm. The values reported in Table 2 were
3.3 Finding Best Leakage State for Selected Gate found after extensive experimentation with many circuits.

Suppose a gate G was selected by the previous step. We now
1 1 . 1 1. . . . 1 1 . . IMethod 1ml 7 2 f3 Yd |Pdi cwant to assign it a state such that its leakage is minimized. This is Ml 0.6 0.96 1 0.5 50 0.95 0.95

done by applying the probabilistic criterion L below. Note that all M2 0.6 0.96 1 5 10 0.95 0.95
M3 0.4 0.96 0.1 100 0.9 0.9

gates other than G whose states become fully assigned4 on account
of implying the current state of G, are included in the computation
of L. Let the number of such gates be n. The value of probabilistic Table 2: Parameters used in our Experiments
leakage in the numerator of L is normalized with respect to the
number of such gates, and is computed as follows: Method MI and M2 utilizes a value of ml of 0.6. As a conse-
L = Zj(dj.1j) quence, we expect to set more gates to platinum values in the first
The state of gate G that minimizes L is preferentially selected iteration. These methods are designed to reduce the number of

over others. Here dj is the deviation of the values assigned to the gates discarded due to margin violations. Among these methods,
gate inputs from their probabilistic values. For example, consider MI has a higher -y value, and therefore biases the state selection
an AND gate with inputs a and b with probabilities 0.1 and 0.7 towards states which have smaller deviations. On the other hand
respectively. If inputs a and b are logic 1 and logic 0 respectively, M2 has a higher d value, and as a consequence, state selection fa-
then the deviation is (1 - 0.1 )(10.7 - 0). vors states with lower leakage. Method M3 has a smaller ml value,

In order to bias the state selection towards assignments with and therefore tends to reject gates due to margin violations. It is
lower leakage, the deviation is incremented by a value J. Likewise, biased towards state selections which have smaller deviations.
in order to bias the state selection towards those with lower devi- Using these three methods, we first compared the results of our
ation, we increment ij by a fixed value -y. Therefore, the modified method with those of an exhaustive evaluation of leakages. This
value of L that is used is was performed for small examples, and results are reported in Ta-
L

j n(dj+1)(lj+y) ble 3. The minimum leakage value returned by our method (Col-
umn 4), along with the exact maximum (Column 2) and minimum

3.4 Accepting Leakage States and Endgame (Column 3) leakages are shown in this table. Further, we report a
The state selected from the previous step is now implied through- figure of merit R in Column 5.

R =
Our min leakage - Exact min leakage

out the circuit. The resulting values are referred to as golden val- R-Exact max leakage - Exact min leakage
ues. The deviations of the resulting implications are now checked The values of the maximum and minimum range of leakages are
against a margin value mi. If any deviation is greater than mi, computed based on an exhaustive simulation of the circuit. Ideally,
then the assignment to gate G is discarded. Initially, mi is set to R should be 0. Runtimes for our method are reported in Column
a small value, and with increasing iteration i, it is relaxed. This is 7, while the method utilized is reported in Column 6.
in an attempt to get closer to a global minima, by a more careful Note that the figure of merit R is a more rigorous metric
selection of states in early iterations. We perform kz 3 iterations for comparing the effectiveness of any MLV determination
in our experiments, technique. In the prior approaches to the MLV determination

_________________________ ~~~~~problem, the figure of merit utilized was
4 * * 1 . 7 7 * 7 * P 11 * * * 1 D ~~~~~~~Heuristic mini leakacge -Exasct mini leakacge

4A gate iS saidt to be fully assigmedl if all its inputs are assignedt to R0old =Exasct mirileakacge
specific logic values 2243 Based on Table 3, the average value of R for our method was
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about 0.125. For our method, the average value of the previously again in a manner which probabilistically minimizes its leakage.
utilized figure of merit is about 0.053. The implications induced by such a state selection are computed.

Table 3 shows that the runtimes for our method are very small, A satisfiability solver is invoked, to validate the state selection
with a good figure of merit for the method. Given that the run- before our algorithm commits to this assignment. The algorithm
times are very small, we can afford to apply all three methods (MI, terminates when all inputs have been assigned or are implied.
M2 arid MS), arid choose the best result among the three. fIn geri- The method is fast, flexible and provides accurate results. On
eral, we may try several methods arid select orie that yi'elds the average, for small examples, our method found minimum leakage
vector wi'th the smallest leakage. values which were 5.3% from the minimum circuit leakage. For
We also tested our method on larger circuits. The results of larger examples, it was impractical to compute the minimum cir-

this experiment are shown in Table 4. The columns in this table cuit leakage exactly. We computed our statistics on the basis of
are as in Table 3, with the exception that exact leakage values are running 10,000 samples of circuit leakage computation. For these
not computed in this table. Instead, the minimum and maximum examples, our method produces MLVs with leakage within 3.7%
leakage found over 10,000 random vectors is shown in Table 4. from the minimum. The runtimes of our method are much lower
According to [91, this statistically yields a greater than 99% confi- than existing techniques which produce results of similar quality.
dence that we will obtain the lowest 0.5% leakage vector.
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